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Writer explores love and loss in Edinburgh Fringe
premiere

James is suffocating in the past, Heather is focusing on the nursery. With a baby
on the way, can they move on? An uplifting story of one couple’s journey
through bereavement, love, superheroes and enforced pen maintenance. A new
play by two times Scripted finalist and award nominated playwright Jeremy
Fletcher.

The play was inspired by Jeremy’s own experience of bereavement, losing both of
his parents to cancer at a young age, and how starting a family of his own helped
him to come to terms with his loss and move forward.

This will be Sheepish Productions‘ third outing at the Edinburgh Fringe. Their
first play, Shadow On Their Wall, received a Best New Writing Nomination and
four-star  reviews from FringeGuru and York Mix Mag. Their second play, a black
comedy called The Last Motel, appeard at the 2014 Edinburgh Fringe and
received  four-star reviews from Edfringe Review.

The company also perform The Life and Crimes of Reverend Racoon at

C venues at the Edinburgh Festival Fringe 2016.

www.SheepProd.co.uk

Biographies:
Marcus J Bazley the founder and artistic director of Cyphers, he has recently
adapted and directed Great Expectations. He has previously worked at RADA
Enterprises, the RSC and the Barbican.
Toby Vaughan plays James, he is a graduate of the Royal Welsh College of
Music and Drama (RWCMD). Toby will make his Fringe debut fresh from playing
Tybalt in an open air tour of Romeo & Juliet.
Olivia Elsden plays Heather, she is a graduate of the RWCMD. Her previous
work includes Sket (The Park Theatre) and Blud (The Other Room).
Gareth Watkins plays Harry, he made his theatre debut in 2012. He has since
received critical acclaim as Michael, in Shadow On Their Wall, and Abalone, in
The Last Motel.
Jeremy Fletcher has been mentored by playwright Richard Cameron. In
addition to plays at the Fringe, he has also had plays performed at Cast Theatre
and Blackshaw Theatre.
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vibrant vivacious variety
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artistic director
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year round administration
C venues London

5 Alexandra Mansions
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London NW2 3AS
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C venues Edinburgh
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ten word blurb

One couple’s journey though bereavement, love and enforced pen
maintenance.
twenty word blurb

An uplifting story of one couple’s journey though bereavement, love and
enforced pen maintenance.

fringe programme 40-word blurb

James is suffocating in the past, Heather is focusing on the nursery. An
uplifting story of one couple’s journey though bereavement, love and
enforced pen maintenance. ‘Reminded of Coen Brothers’ ****
EdFringeReview.com, Last Motel). ‘Alarming, compassionate’ ****
fringe web blurb

James is suffocating in the past, Heather is focusing on the nursery. An
uplifting story of one couple’s journey though bereavement, love,
superheroes and enforced pen maintenance. With a baby on the way, can
they move on? A new play from the writer and production team behind the
2014 hit The Last Motel (‘Engaging, clever and with a manipulative edge…
couldn’t help but reminded of the Coen Brothers’ EdFringeReview.com) and
award-nominated Shadow On Their Wall (‘A descent into darkness, alarming
yet compassionate’ **** FringeGuru.com).

author
author display

show website
company website


